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The Status of Black Studies Programs
at American Colleges and Universities

I.

This paper is the joint effort of two sociologists and

one Black Studies director. The senior author, Goldstein,

became interested in knowing the extent to which the Black

Studies movement was making an impact on curriculum

offerings throughout the country. Newspapers had reported

the birth of Black Studies at various well-known colleges,

but little information appeared about less prestigious

institutions. Periodically the New York Times summarized

its journalistic surveys of the state of Black Studies,

usually quoting certain key spokeSmen. 1

Goldstein had misgivings about the superficiality of a

survey approach to Black Studies, recognizing her involvement

in its development as peripheral. Opinions of those students

and faculty members at Douglass College who were centrally

involved in the new discipline were sought. Their encourage-

ment was such that it was decided to mail a questionnaire

survey to all four year colleges and universities in the

United States. The chairman of the Douglass College African

and Afro-American Studies program, Thomas Slaughter, agreed

to sponsor the research, and auestionnaires were distributed

in Fall of 1970. Slaughter was later approached informally

about the authenticity of the project at various Black Studies

conferences. In discussions with the co-authors he pointed

out that our survey could be seen as an intrusion, as one

more attempt of white social scientists to gain knowledge

and information which could betray or violate the Black

experience. The poetic and holistic nature of Black

Studies would be denied in this attempt to break it down

and quantify it. The persons consulted may have

balanced this reaction against the possible contribution
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or possible harmlessness of the research when they advised

ns to go ahead. We felt that patterns of non-response might

reflect a negative view of the survey, and made a mental

note to study them.

The survey method is clearly that of sociology rathnrt:

than that cf'Elack Studies. Most white sociologists, including

thc;.4e of liberal persuasion, have been writing from a mainstream

or EuroAmerican perspective, and our methods reflect this.

Though ethnic origins are not definitive, according to Charles

Valentine, who has writen Perceptively cm this issue, the white

n:ciologist tends to write from a Eurc-American perspective.2

.47.f. of ecru's?. the builders of Black Studies write from an

altbgether different, Afro-American perspective. The Black

Studios perspective pretendslmo neutrality, is proudly and

openly pro Black, and recognizes predominantly white universities

as part of the American political structure. But in addition

to the fact that the discipline of sociology has a historic

Earo-American bias, many of its practitioners have felt

particularly threatened by the Black Studies movement. As

Wilson Record and Robert Blauner point out, some sociologists

Of race have been forced to leave an academic field in which.

they ht'd e I;I:ge...:investmentcf.tirrseand emotional resources.
3

Goldstein and Albert, the two sociologists involved in this

project, felt it important to subject our data to a Black

Studies perspective or critique. Slaughter joined us in

cwaluating our data and we had a series of exploratory "rap"

sessions on how Black Studies programs could be meaningfully

evabl.ated.
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The literature on Black Studies clearly reveals the tvn

perspectives described by Valentine. There is the Euro-American

approach to Black Studies, which views it from a white mainstream

perspective. And there is the Afro-American approach, most

evident in writings by Blacks, to Blacks and for Blacks. Whits

scholars can get some idea of the Black perspective through

various published sources. This perspective can be studied in

the pages of Black World (formerly Negro Digest), particularly

the March issues of 1968, 'G9 and '70, apd in all issues of

The Black Schola7% Sid Walton's The Black Curriculum: Davelop.lmr

a Program j.n Afro-American Studies providen documentation of a

stag Black approach to the development of Black Studies. Th:_s

perspective was demonstrated at the October 1969 meeting of the

African Studies Association in Montreal, in which persona

or' African ancestry reclaimed their turf from white Africanistn

who had labored long and hard in the field.
5

The internal

dialogue among ElackStudies builders does not take as its poin'e

of departure the institutionalization of another academic

discipline. The aim is not to become "assimilated" into white

racist education. Black Studies, as part of an ongoing social

movement, is intent on developing its owa frame of reference.

'Ale success of Black Studies is not necessarily to be measured

by the numb= of courses offered, or the number Of campuses on

which they are offered. Indeed, Black scholars and students

frequently view the response of university administrators to

the demand for Black Studies as a "short-term sop thrown to

rebellious students," as a panacea or placebo to quiet them.
6

Vincent Harding, one of the chief spokesmen for Black Studies,

is pessimistic about the possibility of developing really sound

programs in Black Studies on any mass basis, but hopes that a
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fc::: good programs can be created.? However, the fact that the

:;;ajority of Black college students now attend predominantly

v%ite colleges, and their need for some version of Black Studies,

is -sometimes used to counter Harding's arguments for quality.
8

Wherever they sre. Black students demand a more relevant

elr:r3culum. Similarly, the argument against a "brain drain"

of Black scholars from predominantly Black schools is met by

the same statistic - about 56% of the nation's Black students

cttend predominantly white institutions.
9

The final section of

tlAs paper will return to a discussion of the major issues

in the evaluet::.on of Black Studies provams, from a Black

T:erspective.

The Euro-American stream of writing about Black Studies

starts with the scene of the university in crisis, and is des-

cribed in several collections dealing with student disruptions

Ms movement caught universities by surprise, and sociologists

'nave been by explaining it ever since. After the Black Studies

mov2mont erupted, it was easily tied to the demise of the Civil

11.ghts movement, the hot summers, the special programs for dis- .

ad-,'a ntaged students whit' were created in the mid-60's, and the

e.lrassinatiaz cf Martin Luther King, Jr. Few dispute the fact

that Black Studies received its impetus from the new type of

Black student was brought on to traditionally white

campises, and who didn't know how to be grateful.
10

Euro-American writing, while not always hostile to the

creation of Black Studies, views it from the perspective of the

-Alite university, the white faculty and the white students. These

kinds of questions are discussed: how should administrators

handle Black student demands? Is the university being destroyed

by Black militancy? Should white faculty be allowed to teach

Blaclt Studies? Are white students being closed out of Black
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Studies courses? And, are all-Black dormitories and cultural

centers a case of reverse racism? Questions are raised about

to academic quality of both the students and the courses.

Re5tration figures for Black courses are carefully scrutinized .

:Nn example of how Black Studies is discussed from a Euro-American

perspective can be found in The Campus and the Racial Crisis,

edited by DaVid C. Nichols and Olive Mills.
11

The 1969 annual

eeting of the American Council on Education was devoted to this

question and both the papers given and commentary on them appear

in this volume. The collection 'shows how enlightened college

exIministratore and high educational officials view Black Studies,

officially an publicly. We know little about their private

dialogue:, There is little acknowledgement in mainstream

writings of the existence of the Institute of the Black World

in Atlanta, which is training Black Studies leadership.

Some symposia tryir,:a to bridge the. gap between the Euro-

1,morican and Afro-American perspectives, including original

pieces by a variety of people.. Thus G. Kerry Smith's volume,'

The Troubled Campus12 includes concise-pieces by Vincent Harding

:1;.1 James Turner. And various case studies of particular

campuses have been published whith include many first hand

clecuments.
13

The views of administrators, faculty, and Black

studont groups are presented in such collections as The

University Crisis Reader, Vol. I.
14

This reader win be valuall:_c,

when the history of the period is under dispute.. Ard of course

the famous Yale symposium, Black Studies in the University, is

recognized as a landmark.
15.

Among those writing from a perspective which sounds Euro-

American because of their acceptance of the current economic

and political system (as modified by need reforms) are a few
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well-known and frequently quoted Blacks. These spokesmen are

concerned with Black mobility within the system, and their

wKiting differs in flavor from that of the Black Studies

protagonists. They see themselves as hard-headed rather than

poetic and often minimize the significance of the cultural

aspects of Black Studies. Bayard Rustin and Sir Arthur Lewis

are probably the most distinguished Black critics of Black

Studies.
16

Writings on Black Studies continue to emelate from college

adllinistrators, faculty members, and Black Studies proponents.

Interesting time lags occur in the conceptualizations of issues

and problzms. While college administrators were still debating

the validity of the new discipline, Black scholars and students

were considering and reconsidering its objectives, .drawing up

curriculum models, working out relationships between the programs

and Black communities. Descriptions., of individual programs

z.sppeared in publications geared to both Euro-American and

Afrt.,iAmerican audiences. While universities c nsidered how

Black Studies could be integrated without violating the

niversity, Black Studies people were considering how to

avoid cooptation and maintain the conflict relationship

inherent in the birth of the discipline. By September 1970,

Nathan Hare could editorialize in The Black Scholar about

the "pseudo-black studies" being foisted on Black students,

the role of foundations in supporting establishment-oriented

Black Studies and the opportunistic role being played by

moderate Blacks.
17

A different view was taken by scholars

who attended a Black Studies conference in Binghamton, New

Yoe," in the Fall of 1971. They maintained that Black Studies

still enjoyed only a tenuous existence, but that quality ah(a
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had improved and students had become more &erious about th,,
18

courses.

Some surveys appeared, based both on questionnaires and

interview data. Professional educational bodies undertook

regional and statewide surveys.
19

The major relatively

autonomous programs were reported in some detail. In 1969,

the Information Center on Education in New York undertook a

comprehensive survey on tie status of Black Studies in all of

the colleges and universities of that state.
20

The survey was

a model of restrained reporting, offering little commentary and

quite a bit of useful quantitative information. For example,

the survey noted the ethiic origLn of those teaching Black

Studies courses. By 19CJ-70, barely 30 percent of those teaching

such courses in New York :state were listed as "nonwhite". These

"nonwhite" instructors were fcund tc be relativela, new faculty

moml,ers at their institutions. Black Studies were more

available in four year than in two year colleges at the time

of the study.

A well-financed nationwide study, of Black Studies in

.7ommunity Colleges, by Johii LoMbardi and Edgar Quimby was

published in 1971.
21

A hefty 88 page monograph represent the

findings of their page questionnaire, which had been

heavily supplemerAted by the reading of primary source materials,

college catalogues, published and unpublished commentary.

Unlike the New York study, the junior college study is heavily
ia.ced

with opinion and advice. Most of the major issues in

Black Studies are discussed. Its annotated bibliography is

excellent, but its serious discussion of use of the terms

"Black", "Afro-American" and "Negro" seems less important.

Lombardi and Quimby found that the largest number of junior
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urban areas, the next largest number in suburban areas, and

the fewest in rural areas. The largest number of course offerings

were in history, followed by English, social science, arts and

humanities. Black students were found to be in the majority

in most classes, though opposition to including whites in

classes appeared to 1-;.1 lessening. Control of Black Studies was

in the hands of Blacks. Lombardi and Quimby came to the,

conclusion that it was the number rather than the percentage

of Black students on a campus that was correlated with the

presence of Black Studies offerings. Thus,. a small percentage

of Black Students on a very large camps provided the needed

impetus for the development cf Black Studies.

Three "significant transitions in institutional aims and

objectives') were seen to be emerging in the Black Studies

movement, namely: 1. the transformation of the entire curriculum

to promote the "black agenda", which was being promoted in some

urban colleges with almost 100 per cent Black enrollment,

2. the broadening of the aims and objectives of standard

courses to include the black experience, and 3. the supplementimv

or supplanting of the aims and objectives of Black Studies by

those of Ethnic Studies.
22

Black Studies can be viewed as one more discipline vying

for the resources of the university, and its success estimated

by the degree of its institutionalization into academic

structures. Large enrollments, including many white students,

could be seen as a measure of respectability,. Or, Black

Studies can be viewed as a continuing conflict element in

universities, consistently opposing racist structures and

continually fighting for change. The demise of any particular
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Black Studies program or the creation of any new program can

be viewed differently from Euro-American or Afro-American

perspectives. The appeal of Black Studies for large numbers

of white students might reflect approaches that are less

pro-Black. These points are made in order to indicate the

dangers of drawing unwarranted conclusions from our data.

The quantitative 3ta presented must be taken for what

it is - a tally of the extent of Black Studies programs,

of their organization within the colleges, of student

involvement and the ether items discussed - as reported 7Dy

college administrators and program heads.
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II - The Data

Using the Directory of the U.S. Cffice of Education,

1969-70 edition, we established a card file cf all four-

year colleges in the United States. recorded the size

of the school, Che nature of its sponsorship, whether it

was coeducational, all female, or all male, traditionally

white or Black, accredited, or selective, as well as the

region of the country in which it was located and the level

of degree awarded. All of this information came from the

Directory except level of selectivity, which was obtained

from Barron's Guide to Universities and Colleges. in

Gctober, 1970, we mailed a three-page ruestionnaire to 1,34

schools. Of this number, 555 did not respond, 212 were

excluded as not appropriate to our purpose, and 967 remain in

our sample. These colleges -.omprise 645', of the relevant

population.

Those who responded compare closely tc those who did not

in sponsorship, sex, and ragion, except that our sample has

more colleges from the 1,iddle Atlantic and Zast North Central,

and slichtly fewer from the Northeastern, and East and .:est

South Central regions than the group of nonrespondents.

Large, accredited, selective schools and thosewithgraduai:e

programs were especially likely to respond. None of these

differences exceed ten percent, and most are less than half

of that. Traditionally Black schools had an 84%. response, but

they are so few that they account for only 0 of the sample

and 1°/: of the nonrespondents. (See Table 1.)
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Table 1. Comparison of Respondents with
Non-respondents. Percentages.

Respondents
N-967

Non-respondents
% N-555 %

Size To 1500 52 60
1501-4000 23 21

4001 -9000 13 10
9000 + 12 8

No informatiun - 1

Sex vien only 8 8

Women only 12 12

Coed 80 80

Sponsorship Public 32 29

Private Nonsectarian 28 28
Private religious 39 43

Accredited Yes 88 92

No 12 18

Region Northeastern 9 12

Middle Atlantic 18 16

East North Central 19 14

rest North Central 12 11

South Atlantic 15 15

East South Central 6 10

West South Central 6 10

Mountain 4 3

Pacific 9 10

Possessions and Territories 1

Selectivity Selective 21 12

Competitive 34 29
Less Competitive 25 31

No information 21 29

Degrees Undergraduate only 46 55

Undergraduate and Craduate 54 46

Race Traditionally Black 4 1

Traditionally White 96 99
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Of the colleges responding, 18 percent have Black Studies

programs, another 46% offer courses in the field, another 2%

have African studies, Ethnic studies or lecture series only.

The student looking for Black Studies r'an find something so

classified in 640 colleges in our sa

Thirty percent of the colleges which reported some

form of Black Studies did not answer our question on the age

of this development at their school. Of those who did

answer the ouestion, only 4% report some form of Black

Studies before 1966, the year of Stokely Carmichael's

Black Power pronouncements; the figure became TX by the long,

hot summer of 1967, and rose to only 14% by the time Martin

Luther King was assassinated in 1968. Eighty-six percent of

the Black Studies offerings were established after this

event, with 388 schools reporting starting dates after the

summer of 1968.

Sixty percent of the schools having Black Studies

designate a specific person in charge of the program and

26% say that their program has its own faculty and staff.

Ve asked if anyone had been hired specifically to implement

Black Studies. Thirty-two percent reported hiring academic

personnel full-time, while another 6% had hired academics

part-time only. Nineteen percent had hired full-time, and

another 2% only part-time staff members.

Forty-six percent of the colleges offering Black Studies

list more than two undergraduate courses for the 1970-71

academic year. This was an increase over the 35 claiming

to have more than two courses in the preceeding year. Two

hundred thirty-five colleges report an increase in the number

of courses from 1969-70 to 1970-71, while only forty report
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a decrease. Ten percent of those offering Black Studies

had graduate courses in 1969-70 and this increased to

12% by the next year
; about half of these schools list

one or two courses only.

Sixty-five colleges indicate that they have an under-

graduate major in Black Studies and four report a graduate

major. Sixty-nine say they have a minor in Black Studies.

iore majors were reported by more schools in the second year

than in the first but response was too poor on the question

asking the number of students enrolled in the major to draw

any detailed conclusions. Two hundred and eighty-two

schools indicate that they are planning to initiate Black

Studies or to expand their present offerings.

Students have been involved ii developing Black Studies

at an impressiVe number of institutions. Fifty-one percent

of those having Black Studies say that students had asked

to have them. Twenty-two percent say students sorve the

program in a decision-making capacity; thirty-two percent

that students advise and help to plan Black Studies, and

five percent report that they are on the staff.

As mentioned above, answers about the numbers of majors

and minors were too sketchy to be of much use. About half of

the schools reporting majors or minors in Black Studies claim

that white students are enrolled in these programs; all say

that Blacks are. Nine schools mention cLher races. Of all

schools offering Black Studies in some form, fifty-five

percent indicate that whites are enrolled in courses, and a

little over half of these say whites are the majority of

students taking Black Studies. Only half of the 967

respondents answered the question about proportions of
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Blacks and Whites enrolled in their school. All but eight

of these claimed to have Blacks enrolled. Except for the

traditionally Black schools, most of these said they had

from 1 to 5% Blacks, with 113 schools claiming that 6 to 25%

of their enrollment is Black.

There were four groups of schools which differed enough

from each other in the establishment and timing of Black

Studies to warrant separate examination. (See Table 2.)

Traditionally Black colleges form the first group. Since

all but two of them are coeducational, we did not divide

this group further. The other three groups are traditionally

white colleges: male, female, and coed.

Using these categorie3, B7.ack, White Male, white Female,

and White Coed, we measured the association between size,

sponsorship, selectivity, and percentage of Black enrollment,

and five variables: presence of Black Studies, starting date

of Black studies, existence of staff specifically for Black

Studies, existence of a major or minor in the field, and

students' role in establishment of or decisions about Black

Studies. U'e also examined the racial composition of the

Black Studies courses and of the colleges themselves.

Since we are interested in the establishment of a

course of student relevant to the experience of Black people

in the United States, we decided that we should exclude the

2% reporting "African", "Ethnic", or other types of programs

or lecture series from our category "Black Studies". Lie

decided also to exclude "no answers" from our analysis.

All tables give percentages of colleges actually answering

the relevant ouestion. Tde have eliminated all cells

containing less than 10 cases and used an asterisk to

indicate those with ten or more, but less than twenty cases.
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Table 2. Comparison of Colleges by Race and Sex..
Percentages.

Type of
School

Traditionally
Black

Traditionally White
Male Female Coed

Have Black Studies* 89 51 68 64

Began Black Studies by
arly 1968 17 10 23 12

Specific Staff for
Black Studies 21 30 40 35

ajor in Black Studies 30 13 6 11

Piinor in Black Studies ,!.1 11 1 13

Students Asked for
Black Studies 70 62 58 74

Students flake Decisions
About Black Studies 78 32 38 40

Whites are in the Majority
in Black Studies Courses 0 86 73 69

31.ack Studonts ar,: at Le3st a%
of College Znrollment 100 19 24 29

*"Black Studies" does not include African Studies, Ethnic
Studies or lecture series.

**All percentages in this table are based on at least twenty
(20) cases.
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Table 2 shows that Black schools are the most likely

tc have Black Studies, to report a major or minor in the

field, and to report that student:; take part in decision-

making about Black Studies, in all cf these respects this

group of schools is far ahead of the traditionally white

groups. They are not as likely as the white female schools

to have begun Black Studies by early 1966, and not as likely

as any of the white schools to have a Lecific staff for it.

'hite coed schools are slightly ahead of the Black colleges

in having established Black Studies in response to student

demand. Of course, whites are never the majority in Black

Studies courses in Black colleges, ara Black students are

always the majority in the schcol.

Detailed analysis of Black colleges is almost impossible

due to the small number of traditionally Black schools in

the sample (37) and loss of cases through nonresponse to

individual questions. (See Table 3). Narrowing it down to

schools of 1500 students or less does raise or lower some

percentages, but only slightly, except that the likelihood

of an early start is reduced to 6%, only a third of the

original percentage. Limiting the category to schools of

1501 to 4000 enrollment nearly doubles the likelihood of

an early start. Private schools seem to have been less

likely tc do anything, especially private religious schools,

which are represented on six dimensions. Removing the two

colleges classified competitive results in raising the

percentage which have Black Studies, began early, have a

major established in response to student demand, and lowers

it for those with a specific staff and where students make

decisions about Black Studies. Standard categories of
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selectivity were usea. It should berementeroa that these are White

criteria being imposea on Black schools. Note also that the question-

naire aid not incluae criteria for stuaent aecision-making arm there-

fore the replies reflect subjective interpretations.

Table 3. Comparison
Sponsorship,

All Black
Colleges

of Black
ana Selectivity

Size

Colleges by Size,

Sponsorship Selectivity

Private Private Less

Public tonsect. Relig. Cornet.to 1500 1501-4000

%
e eA % % %

Have Black Stuaies B9 92 85* B8* 92

Began Black Studies
by Early 1968 17 6* 33* 9* 12* 20

Have Specific Staff
for Black Stuaies 21 21* 1B

Have a major in
Black Stuaies 30 30 B* 36

Have a minor in
Black Stuaies 41 42* 25* 41

Stuaents Askea for
Black Stuaies 70 65* 55* 79*

Stuaents make Deci-
sions About Black
Stuaies 78 77* 69*

All percentages are calculatea on a base of at least ten colleges. Cells
with less than ten colleges in them are left blank. Percentages accompanies
by an asterisk (*) are basea en more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.
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It is at the traditionally White colleges that the confrontations

about Black Studies are most likely to take place, aril there that the

legitimacy of the ?laic is challenges. Table 4 presents osta on the

existence of Black Stuaies for the three groups of White colleges. Hari

we see that the larger the school, the more likely it ",.s to have Black

Stuaies, but that small White female colleges are not nearly as resistant

to establishing them as are schools where males attend. Private schools

are less likely to have Black Stuaies than public, and religious private

schools least likely of all, but here again, White female colleges show

a percentage of Black Studies offerings high=er than their sponsorship

category would lead one to expect. The more selective the school, the

more likely it is to offer Black Stuaies in all three groups, schools

iuith females attenaing showincd higher percentages than the all -male

group. It is difficult to say anything about the percentage of enroll-

(
meat which is Black in connection with the existence of Black Stuaies,

although the trend is .,rci_ Black Stuaies to be more likely where there

are more Blacks, up to a percentage of 10, growing somewhat less likely

if there are more than that.

After the aeath of Dr. King in early 1968, Black Stuaies was

initiated at a great many schools; the year following saw the number

of colleges offering some form of Black Stuaies more than trebles. In

the acaoemic year 1969-70, the number nearly ooubleo again. We thought

it worthwhile to look at the character of the colleges which has

initiates Black stuaies before the assassination of Dr. King. Table 5

presents aata on the timing of Black Studies establishment.
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Table 4. Percentage of Colleges with Black Studies by Size,
Sponsorship, Selectivity, and Percentage of School
Enrollment Which is Black. White Male, White
Female, and White Coed Colleges

Type of School White Male White Female White Coed

Whole group
Size - to 1500

1501-4000
4001-9000
9000+

51

38

78*

68

67

73*

64

45
71

80
87

Sponsorship - Public 75

Private Nonsect. 65 76 57

Private Religious 49 65 56

Selectivity - Selectivity 69 71 75

Competitive 50* 69 70

Less Competitive 50* 62

Percentage of Blacks - 1-5% 79 93 87

6-10% 100* 94

114 89

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10) colleges.
Cells with less than ten are left blank. Percentages accompanied by
an asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.
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Table 5. Percentage of Colleges with Black Studies by Early 1968

by Size, Sponsorship, Selectivity, and Percentage of

Black Students Enrolled in School. White Male, White

Female, and White Coed Colleges

Type of School White male White Female White Coed

Whole group 10 23

ci
/0

12

Size - to 1500
1501-4000
4001-9000
9000+

13 23 15

13

10

11 cl

Sponsorship - Public 11

Private Nonsect. 9* 29 20

Private Religious 12* 20 15

Selectivity - Selective 8* 7* 8

Competitive 35 14

Less Competitive 14

Percentage of Blacks - 1-5% 6* 23 9

6-10% 27* 12

11+% 22

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10) colleges.
Cells with less than ten are left blank. Percentages accompanied by

an asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.

Size does not seem to be an important variable associated with an

early establishment of Black Studies. Private, nonsectarian colleges

are more likely to have started early in the White female and White coed

groups, but not in the White male group. The most selective schools are

less likely to have started early than the merely competitive or the

less competitive. The more Blacks enrolled in the schools, the more

likely they are to claim an early start on Black Studies. For these

comparisons, White female schools are definitely leadiog the way and

White male schools lagging behind.
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Table 6. Percentage of Collages with Specific Staff for Black
Studies by Size, Sponsorship, Selectivity, and
Percentage of School Enrollment Which is Black.
White Male, White Female, and White Coed Colleges

Lrypeof School White Male White Female White Coed

Whole group 30 40 35

Size - to 1500 12* 39 32

1501-4000 20
4001-9000 34

9000+ 46

Sponsorship - Public 40

Private Nona6ct. 50* 63 36

Private Religious 20 26 26

Selectivity - Selective 55* 50* 49
Competitive 26 30

Less Competitive 29

Percentage of Blacks - 1-57 41* 28 36

6-10% 73* 30

11+% 44

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10) colleges.
Cells with less than ten are left blank. Percentages accompanied by
an asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, ceases.

Table 6 presents data on the presence of specific staff for Black

Studies. Here there is a tendency for large schools to be more likely

to h,',,ve specific staff; also nonreligious schools, more selective

schools, and those with more Blacks enrolled. Again the presence of

females in the school seems to be associated with a higher probability

of having a specific staff for Black Studies in several comparisons.

Although White t.olleges are more likely to have a specific

staff for Black Studies than are Black colleges, White colleges are

nowhere near as likely to offer a major or a minor in the field. (See
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Table 2.) Tables 7 and 8 show the breakdown. In Table 7 we can see

that size, public or nonreligious sponsorship, selectivity and an

-enrollment which is more than 5% Black are all associated with the

likelihood of the colleges offering a major in P. k Studies. Size,

public sponsorship, selectivity and higher numbers of Blacks are also

associated with having a minor in Black Studies, except that in White

male schools the most selective are much less likely than the merely

competitive to have the minor.

All female schools are least li!<ely of the three categories to

have a Black Stidies major except where Blacks constitute more than 6%

of the enrollment, and they are least likely to have a minor except in

small schools or private religious schools. This is interesting in the

light of the strong tenaencyfor White female colleges or coed colleges

to have Black Studies and to have started it early, and the slight

tendency for them to have a specific staff designated for it. It seems

to me that this underlines the need to consider two influences which

may affect the response of the White establishment to the demand for

Black Studies: resistance and resources. It is certainly no news that

the Whits power structure in the United States is also a male power

structure. It should also be clear that the training of males in this

country is training for leadership while the training of females is not.

Nor is the training of females supported as well as the training of

males. The demand for Black studies and the presence of Blacks should

logically be more threatening in excluaively or predominantly male

bettings than it is in exclusively or predominantly female settings.

Although the muchdiscussed interracial sexual rivalry is minimized, in
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Table 7. Percentage of Colleges with a major in Black Stuains
by Size, Sponsorship, Selectivity, and Percentage of
School Enrollment Which is Black. White male, White
Female, ana White Coed Colleges

Type of School White male White Female White Coed

Whole group 13 6 11

Size - to 1500 4 2 3

1501-4000 18* 4

4001-9000 12

9000+ 32

Sponsorship - Public 18

Private Nonsect. 27* 16 6

Private Religious 8 0 6

Selectivity - Selective 27* 21* 23

Competitive 9* 0* 13

Less Competitive, 0* 4

Percentage of Blacks - 1-5% 22 0 11

6-10% 33* 14

11+% 14

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10) colleges.
Cells with loss than ten are left blank. Percentages accompanied by an
asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.
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Table 8. Percentage of Colleges with a Minor in. Black Studies by
Size, Sponsorship, Selectivity, and Percentage of School
Enrollment Which is Black. White Male, White Female,
and White Coed Colleges

Type of School White Male White Female White Coed

Whole group 11 4 13

Size - to 1500 0 5 4

1501-4000 8

4001-9000 16

9000+ 30

Sponsorship - Public 23

Private Monsect. 4 8

Private Religious 15 4 2

Selectivity - Selective 8* 6* 17

Competitive 27* 3 15

Less Competitive. 0* 10

Percentage of Blacks - 1-5% 14 5 11

6-10% 9 16

11.% 29

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10) colleges.
Cells with less than ten are left, blank. Percentages accompanied by
an asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.

one-sex institutions (as compared to coeducational colleges) it is pre-

cisely there that the interracial power rivalry is conspicuous--for

the male schools by its intensification, and for the female schools by

its absence.

As to the sexual rivalry, among Whites it is largely a male

phenomenon. It is always one's sister that must be guarded, not one's

brother, and the Black to worry about is the male, not the female.

Among Blacks there seems to be the reverse concern. The Black woman,

so often attacked and exploited in the past by White males is highly
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resistant to the idea of interracial sex. Indeea, if' the studies on

intermarriage are to be believea, it is three or four times as likely

to take place between a Black male and a White female as it is between

a Black female and a White male. Recent writings by Black woman are

outspoken on this point and strong in their condemnation of Black men

who become entangled with White women. While both sexes of Blacks have

good reason to be highly suspicious of and antagonistic toward Jthites,

the emphasis as well as the focus of hostility 'nu)/ be different. On

the campus, anxiety should be most intense among White males when

facer) with what they regard as the real threat, Black males. Where

there are no White females to confuse the issue, the political implica-

tions are brought into focus. White political and sexual anxiety is

least intense among White women, because they have only reflected

power to protect ana their men are not coveted by the other group of

women. In aaaition, the passa.ve White women, contemptuous and arrogant

as she might be toward Black women in an inferior position to her own,

is no match for the resourceful, spirited, and angry Black woman

unancumberea by menial status.

Once the fact of Black Stuaies has been realizes, expansion of

the program into a minor or a full major may depend less upon the power

struggle and more upon the size and resources of the college and the

"market" for its courses. Table 9 presents data on the percentage of

colleges which institutes Black Stuaies in response to stuaent demand.

Size of school is quite important: the larger the school, the more

likely to have had students ask for Black Stuaies. Except in White male

colleges, nonreligious schools were more likely to have experienced
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student demand. The more selective the college, the more likely to

have a demand for Black Studies. A diminishing effect on this demand

is apparently related to increasing numbers of Black students enrolled,

showing up after 5% for White femele schools and after 10% for White

coed schools.

Table 9. Percentage of Colleges Whcf;L,4 Studenta Asked for Black
U0i8S by Size, Sponsorship, Selectivity, and Per-

contage of School Enrollment Which is Black. White
Male, White Female,

Type of School

and White Coed Colleges

White male White Female

/0

White Coed
e

Whole group b2 58 74

Size - to 1500 60* 60 59
1501-4000 /6

4001-9000 80

9000+ 86

Sponsorship - Public 81

Private Monsoct. 55 61 77

Private Religious 71 55 61

Selectivity - Selective 46* 67* 86

Coapetitive 48 73

Les;: Competitive 69

Percentage of Blacks - 1-5% 70 55 73
6-10% 50* 84

11+% 71

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10 colleges.
Cells with less than ten are left blan%. Percentages accompanied by an
asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.
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Table 10. Percentage of Colleges Where Students Make Decisions
About black Studies by Size, Sponsorship, Selectivity,
and percentage of School Enrollment Which is Black.
White male, White Femr 4, and White Coed Collages

Type of School White Male White Female White Coed

Whole group 32 38 40

Size - to 1500 37 41

1501-4000 32

4001-9000 42
9000+ 46

Sponsorship - Public 42
Private Nonsect. 50* 40
Private Religious 36* 25* 37

Selectivity - Selective 60* 41

Competitivi, 25* 41

Less Competitive 38

Percentage 3f Blacks - 1-5% 39* 39* 40
6-10% 46* 51

11+% 28

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10) colleges.
Cells with less than ten are left blank. Percentages accompanied by an
asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.

Students are more likely to make decisions about Black Studies

in large, nonreligious, selective schools ana schools where there are

between 6-10% Blacks. Again, more than 10% Blacks is associated with a

oiminisheo percentage of colleges where students make aecisions. Or

course, we have no way of knowing whather Black enrollment in a given

college or group of colleges preceded or succeeaeri the aovent of

Black Studies or its expansion. Furthermore, Black enrollment is also

strongly influenced by the admission policies of the school.

Table 11 presents the data on the proportion of White students

in Elack Studies courses who are White. It has been argued that Bien
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Table 11. Colleges Where Over Half of the Students in Black
Studies Courses are White by Size, Sponsorship,
Selectivity, and Percentage of College Enrollment
Which is Black

Type of School White Male White Female White Coed

Whole group 86 73 69

Size to 1500 100* 75 60

1501-4000 65

4001-9000 59

9000+ 52

Sponsorship - Public 55

Private Nonsect. 55 55

Private Religious 87* 86 69

Selectivity - Selective 42* 60

Competitive 86 60

Less Competitive 55

Percentage of Blacks - 1-5% 88* 88 72

6-10% 42

11+% 17

All percentages calculated on a base of at least ten (10) colleges.
Cells with less than ten are left blank. Percentages accompanied by
an asterisk (*) are based on more than ten, but less than twenty, cases.

Stulios should be exclusively for Black students, and, conversely,

that White students are especially in need of the enlightenment that

Black Studies courses can provide. The question we have asked is

"Are the majority of students now in Black Studies courses White oz

Black?" Two-thirds to more than four-fifths of the traoitionally White

colleges have Black Studies courses which have a majority of White

students. This is somewhat more likely in smaller schools than it is

in large, in religious schools than it is in nonsectarian, priv:.:..a

public:., In W: Lte female colleges selective schools are less likely to
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show this pattern than are competitive schools, but this is ;:ot true of

Ilhi.te coed schools, where selectivity makes little difference, and in

the cpposite direction.

There is a strong association between the percentage of Blacks

in schools and the percentage of Whites in Black Studies courses in

the same groups. It should be remembered that we oo not have informa-

tion on the actual numbers of Clocks and Whites in those courses. It

io not surprising that thu proportion of Clacks in the school should

be corrcslated with the proportion of Blacks in Black Studies courses.

Mot Is significant is the high proportional White enroilmont in the;:e

courses, which has important implications for some of the issues which

will be raised by Mr. Slaughter in the final section of this paper.
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III. Perspectives

My purpose is to contribute something to the framework for

entertaining the preceding data presentation and to advance some per-

spectives for the identification of additional indicators of status

for Black Studies in American colleoes.

My discussion is a reflection upon my experience of Black Studies

over the course of four years. A preliminary note on my background is

perhaps in order. My immersion in Black Studies extends back to the

Summer of '68 when I became involved in the initiation of Black Studies

at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois. In the beginning

I was the Assistant Coordinator of the Program, primarily in charge of

the initial development of resource materials and equipment, and later

the coordinator of the design and implementation of an innovative mass

lecture course. In 1970 I transferrea to Douglass College of Rutgers

University and became the Director of Black Studies for a period Just

ending. At present I am a lecturer in Black Studies at Douglass. In

sum my experience is a relatively comprehensive in-depth involvement in

Bleck Studies which constitutes the foundation of the discussion and

observations which follow.

The study to which my comments are appenoeo, is surrounded by a

number of questions as, presumably, would be most other attempts of this

kind to quantitatively analyze and describe Black Studies. It is con-

fronted on the backside by wnat mirAt be called, philosophical questions

of methodology. On the frontside there are a number of what I would

call pragmat2c concerns. This latter set is integrally related to the

objectives of the study and do, perhaps, point the way toward on-going

developments in the area of ascertaining status for Black Studies in

American higher education.
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The following are the philnsophical issues. Has Black Studies

changed, essentially, during the time required to complete the survey?

Has the c...imate changed? If so, does the change represent anything

unique in the problem of dealilg with highly transient domains e

investigation? What issues determined the formation of the question-

naire? Arc those concerns vital today? Have th3 questions asked in

the survey proven to be aimed at critical determinants of the nature

of Black Studies? Given the fact that the survey aealt necessarily,

with a specific time period, do its findings have current utility

and/or historical significance?

Although these queries can be intriguing, the pragmatic concerns

represent more vital connections. For instance, of the number of

courses recorded by any given institution, what is the racial compo-

sition of the involves faculty? What is 'he composition of the faculty

in terms of background, credentials and expertise? What criteria are

Used to define and rationalize those credentials? How many of the

faculty reflect a career interest in Black Studies? What is the cul-

tural composition of the Black faculty involved: how many are African?

West Irdian? Black American (U.S.)? Is there a faculty-staff committee

offic:ally related to the development of the program? If so, what is

its status ano function in the broader affairs of the institution? To

whom is the Black Studies faculty immeoiately accountable? Is the

institution, through the program, affiliated with any efforts to estab-

lish professional associations of Black Studies? What is the source of

funding for implementing Black Studies? Where does Black Studies

apparently lie in the institutional list of priorities? How is that
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station rationalized? What steps have been taken to accommodate Black

Stuaies faculty and Black faculty and staff in general? What percent

of the institution's higher level aaministrators are Black? What

roles are involved? Is the institution engaged in an on-going program

for 'disadvantaged' stuaents? What is the proximity of a Black com-

munity to the campus? Is there a Black Stuaies center? How is that

resource funded and utilized? Does the curriculum comprise community

involvement formats? These ana a number of other concerns (many of

which Co not lend themselves, reaaily, to quantification) are the

kinds of things a Black Stuaies airector consiaers when he reflects

upon the growth of Black Stuaies in American education.

To facilitate communication of my perspective on the dynamics

of these matters, let me aiscuss one of the less manifest questions

posed above and aemonstrate its connection to others of those questions,

in particularly the last.

How are issues of status involved in the question of the proximity

of a Black neighborhood to the campus? In the beginning we talked a

great deal about Black community control over Black Stuaies, reflect-

ing the fact that all other functions of the institution served

priorities of the White community. What we failed to articulate

explicitly, was the Establishment, hP7re meaning the agencies and pro-

cesses through which "the White community" exercises control over the

institution. The White community controls the institution, inairectly;

representationally, so to speak. The local townfolk, in most cases,

are just as alienated from the power structures of the institution as

are Black people. Since the plight of the Black American is precisely
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the fact that he has few if any ":thstream, societal agencies, the

demand for community control over an entity which was to be integral

to the institution, created a problem with which neither party was

prepares to aeal; White society, by attituae, Black people, through

lack of power. The genius of Black Studies is perhaps the effort to

contribute to the development of the rudiments of such agencies for

the Black community through the shape of the struggle for Black Studies

itself.

In any event, contrary to the conceptual limitations of the

involved acaaemicians, the student activists apparently recognized the

presence of the predicament. The concrete realities of their involve.-

ment caused them to realize the crucial role of a Black neighborhood

within the environs of the college. At an early stage the student

movement aavancea the principle that to wage successful struggle on

the campus required access to a Black neighborhood and positive Jpport

from that community. The activist utilized the neighborh000 to challenge

the rhetoric of others by inquiring into their involvement in the com-

munity. He usea X40. concrete relations between the institution and the

neighborhood to "heighten the contraaictions" for both parties. He

used the neighborhood to programmatically accentuate and chip the

institution's hypocrisy about jobs, student enrollment, and the access-

ibility of a benign resource to the needy at its door-steps. In the

end, the harsh reality was that the activist used the neighborhood as a

sanctuary from isolation anC repression.

From the perspective of the £lack Studies academician on the

other sine, the r,oed for a Black neighborhood can be simply put. Without
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a contiguous Black community, the demand for autonomy over the program

and curriculum was without substance; and in the extreme case,

literally without programmatic purpose. Who would comprise the member-

ship of his countervailing constituency?

The question of the proximity of a Black community is crucial

also at the next level. One very fundamental mandate of Black Studies

is relevance to the Black Community. A crucial facet of this prin

ciple was expressed in early models through high priority placed on

community involvement experiences. Subsequently, the need became clear

for formalized practicum designs, internal to the curriculum. The

conception took basically three forms. One mode was to project the

ideal of a practical component for every course in the Black Studies

curriculum. For example, if the course in question were a history

course, then the student was to gather local history, establish a

history club in the community or make history through his political

actions, informed by his lessons in history.

A second variation was to conceive of community involvement as one

core, among others, of the curriculum. Here the curriculum would be

clustered according to traditional disciplines, the humanities, the

expressive arts, the social sciences, etc. Accordingly, the practicum

formats were to be found mostly in the social sciences component; and

usually, would amount to an exercise in applying the methodology of the

given, traditional discipline to the Black Experience.

The third alternative was to design a specific course for this

purpose. Usually it would be an upper division (juniorsenior) offering,

structured to synthesize and test the overall import of the curriculum.
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The practicum here was, so to speak, the end toward which matriculation

in Black Studies moved. The subtlety introauced in this last approach

was the proposition that the community was to be technically enhanced

and not manipulated uncer the lianas of ill- prepared stuaents.

In the end, regardless of the model employed, the objective of

stuaent involvement in the community was two -fold: to make the educa-

tional process more pertinent to the real neeoe of Black people and,

reciprocally, to relate integrally the Black community to the eauca-

tinnal process. Note also, that we believed that this double- intent

could be facilitated only by making community Involvement integral to

the development of Black Studies, through making the practicum integral

to the curriculum. This, in fact, is put forth as the ideal of Black

Studies.

Throughout the process, the keyston3 to effectively implementing

structured community experience is the proximity of a Black neighborhooa.

Beyond the question of pedagogical logistics, the absence of concrete

touchstones presentea by the immediate accessibility of a neighborhooa,

reauces "the Black Community" to a philosophical role in the total

scheme of things. Therefore, in addition to knowing the numhers of

courses, we must have some knowledge about the logistics of routinely

connecting the curriculum to a Black neighborhooa. Consecutively, we

must know something about the portion of the curriculum committea to

community i volvement: the numbers of courses, the structure and

objectives and the manner in which the institution sanctions the

enaeavor.
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This last facet, in particular, i.e. the moue in which and the

Degree to which the institution sanctions community invulvememt, raises

the question of the status of Black Studies'in a way which is unique, but

which probably takes us rapidly to the heart of the matter. While all

parties concerned can understand the role of field work in societal-

change oriented curricula like urban studies, community development ano

social work, and in traditional social science curricula in general;

upon inquiry, we might find that across the board, most institutions

balk at the notion of a well-developed field-study component to Black

Studies, per se. The question of field-work in Black Studies takes us

closer to the question of fundamental change, both within and without

the walls of the University. The American Establishment is notorious

for coopting dialog and avoiding change for Black people.

Incidentally, in this inquiry it is essential to the study to

discover and ask the stucent activist whether and how his relationships to

the community are facilitated through Black Studies. It is also neces-

sary to identify and separate obstacles, internal to the admittedly

complex problem of student involvement in the community from obstacles,

imposed upon development in this area of education by the attitude of

the sponsoring institution towards Black Studies. The former case

relates to the status of Black Studies in terms of the emerging

discipline's success in confronting internal problems of pedagoo,

central to its continued development; the latter case relates in terms

of the new discipline's rElation to American education. The latter is

more central to my theme. If we find that institutions hesitate on

the question of field work in Black Studies, per se, then we must
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understand the dynamics of that situation. (Let us anticipate the find-

ing that Black Studies programs are overbalanced in humanities courses.)

Confrontation on )..he matts- usually takes the form of discussions

about duplication and resource allocation, from an overall aaministra-

tive point of view. The issue can be put simply: ao we agree that the

objectives and methodologies of other departments can be manipulated to

achieve aims and objectives in Black Studies? Or is the problem of

interdepartmental duplication of resource allocation a practical reality

which offers itself as a screen before a real issue of intellectual

hegemony?

A second aspect of the confrontation can be outlined if we can

agree that despite a rapid increase in social and environmental concern

in American society, the core of prestige in American education is

still textbook-referenced scholarship. Aoainst this backdrop, com-

InuOiVemeni
munityes envisioned by Black Studies is viewed as a contamination in

the yet undisclosed scheme for the evolution and maintenance of American

educational systems. Other activist-orientei curricula like community

development, social work and urban studies can be treated as marginal

academic entities with some degree of credence, if not authenticity.

But to treat Black Studies as a marginal enterprise reflects and

accentuates (ana, for the Black student, exacerbates) the pattern of

marginality which geherates Black Studies' first reason for being.

he bona fide, change-agent curricula preserve a
Further, even

place for classical knowled
In them, the candidate must demonstrate

a two-fold qualification: nostery over a body of theory and potential

competence as an agent. Black Studies on the other hand, would
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prostrate this comfortable coordination of theory and practice, of

pure and applied knowledge. For Black Studies, extant knowledge is a

systematic distortion of the Black Experience. Therefore, in the end,

mastery of theory, rather than being a rite of eruoition through

exposition, has to be a rite of nihilistic transfiguration through

unrelenting criticism. The dialectics of Black Studies is ground

precisely in the early realization of the preponderantly nihilistic

import of the enterprise in the Academe an the consequent consensus

that the positive ingredient, necessary to all things, is to be found

for Black Studies through immersion in the concrete realities of the

Black community.

I suggest to you that Black Studies represents more than a

manageable, compensatory supplement to American education. Black

Studies is a countervailing tension within American eOucation. It is

the naked struggle for positive influence over America's youth,

through a primary struggle for the mints of Black youths.

In the absence of a strong community involvement format, Black

Studies can be reouceo to variations on the theme of liberal arts and

science, inconclusive dialog and ineffectual appreciation. Accordingly,

of the numbers of courses offered, the difference between curricula

dominated by the humanities, curricula oominateo by the social

sciences, and curricula preoccupied with community involvement is

sl-aALL6 IA fernISGC
significant. It is central to the question ofd evelopment toward the

ideal; and if you accept the definition of quality being suggested

here, you understand also that it stenos in diametrical opposition to

the criteria of prestige in the educational establishment.
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To fulfillthe rhetoric of Black Stuaies would reou:re a univer-

sity in itself. Reality ai.ctates the contrary, that we struggle to

establish even the ruaiments of a significant curriculum as a small,

low priority part of established institutions. The coueUinaLion of

these +wo facts, however, highlights the two essential features of a

aialectic of status in Black Studies: conception, as internal articu-

lation of goals and priorities under the' givens of limited resource

allocation, support and institutional sanction; and implementation, as

longevity of faculty and systematic activity toward established goals.

What, inciaentally, is the probability of a movement, coordinated from

within Black Stuaies, toward different institutions specializing in

different aspects of a total Black Stuaies curriculum?

most Black Stuaies programs began, perhaps inevitably, with

offerings in the humanities, the expressive arts and the humanities

interplay of some social science aisciplines, primarily sociology,

anthropology and political science. This all relates to what Nathan

Hare called the expressive funotion of Black Stuaies, the enhancement

of self - identification. That particular avenue of approach was

dictated by our historical realities: White academicians who for their

part Within traaitional circles, paved potential, mainstream legitimacy

for Black Stuaies, worked primarily in these areas; most notable Black

scholerc were trained in these areas; cultural self-expression emerged

as the prevalent phenomenon of the aispersion of civil rights politics;

and Black raaicalism heightened the receptivity of the Liberal com-

munity for these kinds of courses, particularly for their dialog

characteristics.
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Always at the back of our minds, however, in varying degrees of

programmatic formulation (while preeminant in our rhetoric) the ideal

of Black Studies lay in what Hare called the pragmatic function of

Black Studies, the attainment of skills and perspectives to transform

the condition of the total Black Community. Obviously, the curriculum

to move toward this goal would be grounded in the practicum and pre-

dominated by the sciences; economic, political, legal, medical,

psychological, social and physical. Although practical realities might

dictate utilizing the established disciplines, to suggest that those

curricula provide suitable vehicles for community-oriented education

begs the question. The mandate of Black Studies, grounded in equally

complex realities, dictates that for science and science education to

be immediately applicable to a significant process of change for the

total Black community requires a radical reorientation in assumptions,

strategies, goals, applications and especially, values in scientific

knowledge.

When all of the superficialities are removed, the facilitation

of just this kind of curriculum is the essence of the movement, con-

comitant to Black Studies, toward the development of independent Black

institutions, like the Institute of the Black World, Malcolm X

Liberation University and the Center for Black Education. This objec-

tive was also the impetus behind the accent on paraprofessional train-

ing, preeminent among student activists in the Black Studies movement,

1969-70. Concomitant to the positive thrust, there was also significant

suspicion and impatience with the established processes and agencies of

certification.
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The issue of Black Studies vis a vis the technical investment of

the Black Community was paramount also in the first flush of student

disillusionment with Black Studies. The activist corps wh, sustained

the drive for Black Studies were also the stuaents who were ioeologically

no emotionally most impatient with the incipient humanities emphasis

of the resultant Black Studies entity. It might even be suggested that

this issue generated the ruaments of a typology of Black stuaent

behavior towards Black Studies. For the stuaent activist, Black

Studies was always a means and not an end. A survey of faculty who

staffed programs in the first years might aiscloee the fact that in a

majority of cases, the students who sat on committees and organized

confrontations were not the stuaents who enrolled in the courses in

the long run; and in the least they were rarely those who signed up to

specialize in Black Studies. The activist was committed foremost to

agitation. His goal was not to establish Black Studies, but to trans-

form the whole institution. In the least, he strove to heighten contra-

dictions and radicalize the minas of Blank students and in particular,

Black faculty.

There was intense struggle between the activist and the staff

of the program over whose role was to represent a key contraaiction.

For the activist, the potential contradiction lay in the fact that each

measure of success it installing Black Studies (abetted in most cases

through his own effort) could belie his basic postulate that the

institution comprised an inherent, systematic incapacity to serve the

needs of Black people. The potential contradiction for the staff lay

in the consequent mandate placed before him by the activist. The
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ultimate role of the staff and the process of curriculum implementation

itself, were to be a demonstration of the impossibility of actualizing

Black Studies; thereby demonstrating in concrete terms the backruptcy

of the institution. If the key contention of the staff in confronting

the institution was institutional racism, then what belief formed the

basis for the earnest attempt to establish Black Stuaies within the

inexorable structure? Or was he just scrambling in the breech pro-

vided by Black Stuaies, but created in the first place by the student

and community activist?

Black Stuaies served or was to serve the activist on three

consecutive levels. In the beginning, it was the issue around which

polftical action was organized, the action being valuea in itself.

Once won, the initial courses were then valuea as vehicles for political

self - education and as regularized periods for politicizing the teacher

and the other students toward greater political involvement in the

community aria con'ertea struggle for more Black Stuaies on campus.

Thirdly, the expanding curriculum was to be formed and reformed

accoraing to the dictates and priorities of progressive involvement in

the community. Obviously the third stage has not been reached. The

question is whether the process has been aborted. Through various

stages of frustration and new airections has the influence of the

stuaent activist upon the aevelopment of Black Stuaies been removed

from the equation? Has the stuaent activist as we knew him ais-

appeared from the campus?

It seems obvious that what takes place in a struggle for Black

Stuaies, the bravura, the rhetoric, the eminence of slogans, is
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different from what takes place in the transactions of the course(s),

actualized as a concession from the struggle. In Black Studies, per-

haps unavoidably, this distinction did not come about easily. For

too many students (here to be cis'inguishec from the activist corps,

mentioned above) Black Studies was the image of struggle projected from

San Francisco. At the most, for some, Black Studies was, by vague

definition, an acacemic facility for the cissemination of agitation on

the campus, vague, ultimate behalf of the Black community. Obviously,

the students who approached Black Studies from these perspectives were

frustrated immediately with the realization of the nature of Black

Studies in the form of course work.

The situation was further confusac by the rhetoric of the move-

ment which mace no cistinction between political action and Black

Studies. Politics was the highest form of pedagogy, so tp speak. High

priority was placed upon experiential learning. Authenticity was a

primary cultural objective. The norms an criteria of authenticity

were cerivec from "the block". Reticence and bitter recrimination

intertwined appropriate social behavior: and consequently also, class-

room behavior. The cemand for relevance shifted the burden of proof

from the learning to the teaching, elevated to a special place the

stucent most alienated from the acacemic process, and in effect, mitered

the student who could function successfully in both worlds, who

"learned how to play the white man's game."

Ironically, but to a certain cegree precictably, the students

who related most compatibly with Black Studies as an acacemic entity

were students who were also compatibly disposed towards the system
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against which Black Studies was to be a fundamental glternative. This

student for the most part, Displayed reservations about activism and

employed the rhetoric of using the system to aovance the race. His

goal was to enjoy equitable treatment within the system. He militantly

a,
challenged hypocrisy; but acknowledged i449 fundamental validity of

qualifying on the system's terms.

This faction was crucial to the early development of Black

Studies because in the secondary conflict, i.e. between Black Studies

staff and Black stuaents, it formed a loose constituency in support of

the program and sustained positive reinforcement for the staff. With-

out this support, many programs would have withered from within at the

delicate, initial stages of implementation. The numbers of Black

faculty, Black Studies or otherwise, who frequently packed their bags

in these days can be surmised.

Black Studies faculty has no option but to value the development

of the curriculum as an end in itself, unless it, as faculty, was going

to profssionally contradict itself; and it had as yet no adequate per-

spective from which to create a course which did not in some way comprise

routine essentials of academic course work, information source,

reflection, oiscussion, abstraction, and examination. In retrospect,

classroom structures simply would not suffice to "start the revolution."

The dynamics of the two processes seem even to essentially contradict

each other. This unavoidable, critical contradiction between the

rhetoric of Black Studies and certain inevitable features of the incip-

ient implementation of Black Studies WO5 adiimounten for the moment only

by the mitigating effects of support from students who ironically did
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not see Black Studies as essential to their education, but valued it as

a mutual aspect of a well - rounded education. Subsequently, this

balance was supplemented by an apparent hope in most Black students that

given enough time and support, Black Studies would become something

significant to them.

Inside the University, the question of concrete contact with

the Black Community causeo questions of the backgrounds and qualifica-

tions of faculty to become crucial. Struggle over recognition of

alternative credentials was mitigated and confused by the fact that

Black faculty who qualified under traditional criteria and attendant

social nuances were few in relation to the aemana. Paramount to this

practical predicament for the college aamintstrator, however, was the

early recognition within the movement that most academicians actually

were ill- prepared to deal reciprocally and concretely with the total

Black population of any given community even if them will were there.

This was peculiarly true of Black faculty, aggravated by the fact that

we were on till., hot seat, under the spotlight. Of the few who were

equipped with both some community-Jriented skills and academic cer-

tification, most were White, for understandable reasons; and after more

time has passed, it will be interesting to determine the equation

imposed upon the whole scheme cf things by the apparently appropriate,

high priority placed upon exclusive self-assertion in Black Studies.

Nevertheless, as oifficult as was the role of White faculty throughout

this period, it might well be that the inordinately complex problem in

Black Studiep was and is the problem of the Blnck teacher, teaching

Black Studies. Once the layers of self-justification have been
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suspended, the difficulty will be disclosed of the preliminary adjustment

to the demands of creating a pedagogy, informed by the rhetoric of

Black Studies. The whole problem was timely accentuated by the contem-

poraneous advent of programs of special admission to the campus for

"disadvantaged" students.

The Black American has no easy nationality; his is only a per-

petual marginality. This marginality which pervades AfrAca's diaspora,

generates self-contradictory aspirations and obligations in the minas

of Black people, especially those who are professionally tra;:ned.

DuBois' well-Lnown formulation of "double-consciousness" endures and

has since been extrapolated as a universal dynamic of human oppression.

The normal Black university professor is the paragon of this paradox.

How could the norms which mark the fact of his self accomplishment be

fundamentally wrong? Prior to emergence froai "anon's dialectic of the

Wretched, the very act of systematic intellectual achievement infuses

the Black academician in the shadow of the ethos, underpinning the

academic establishment. Consequently, when Black Studies struck, the

aspiring Black professional was perhaps least prepared of all factions

to conceive an actuality, corresponding to the rhetoric of the demand.

The system was our distinction, our salvation, our one step beyond mar-

ginality. A well-formed idea was its own justification; pending of

course, corroborative consent. Black faculty was in a peculiar predicament.

All faculty deliberated the viability of substantial careers in

Black Studies beyond their initial stopgap involvement. Whether it can

be put graphically, the sum of the decisions effected the intellectual

character of the given curriculum. Philosophically thd problem
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comprises a unique dialectic of commitment, the major features of

which can be surmised. It should be added that to a large extent, the

Black Studies teacher does seek a career in mainstream institutions.

While independent institutions are crucial and are perhaps its highest

expression, the primal site of "Black Studies" is the predominantly

white, mainstream institution; the confrontation there shaped the form

and essence of the movement.

Relative to this, I am of the opinion that White administrators

knew ano understood, from the beginning, the import of the demands.

Misuncerstanding and questions of viability (moLt blatantly, questions

of legitimacy) were tactical elements in a strategy of dialog and con-

tainment. The critical factors and only variables in the process were

the shape and strength of the struggle and their consequences for the

college community.

The point of contention in most confrontations was the question

of whether to do Black Stuoies. The only well-known exception to this

generalization was the struggle unoer Nathan Hare at San Francisco

State, which apparently was a case of unconditional struggle over prior

concession of fundamental conaitiors, imperative for maximal implementa-

tion, 'the how' of doing Black Studies. Adequate analysis and docu-

mentation of the main confrontation phase of Black Studies requires

making a distinction between these two kinds of questions. The oif-

ference between 'the whether' ana 'the how', so to speak, generated

essentially two different types of confrontation. The former is inter-

minable in the sense that a light concession could be made to oo Black

Studies through the gesture of designating a coordinator, usually on a
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split appointment. In this instance, positive enterprise subsequently,

degenerates into a programmatic void. The initial vital impetus

towards the establishment of a stable, germinal base is abated in the

absence of the formalized elements of structure and support, imperative

for incipient, constituent aevelopmont within established institutional

structures. All energy then not expended on internal, frustration-

produced tension among Black Studies factions is consumed in a repeti-

tious, measure by measure lobby for institutional support for, attenu-

ated forms of concrete development, like a curriculum, staffed with an

assortment of minor appointments in Black Studies. The second of the

above mentioned patterns, driving toward prior concession of founda-

tional imperatives for programmatic development, is decisive: either

the total elimination of the Black Studies force as in San Francisco, or

the concession of imperatives for subsequent, significant development

(as at Cornell). A case by case study of Black Studies entities across

the country will probably justify in collective retrospect, this sug-

gested distinction and correlative aftermath patterns.

It is gainful to grant here the fact that in many cases the

dynamics of struggle which began over just whether to have a program,

soon heightened the conditions of the struggle to the point where clear

ideas began to emerge, programmatically formalized and asserted, on the

establishment of positive conditions affecting the long range development

of the program. But again, and in this case, heightened by the organic

nature of the development, the question of concessions at the second

level is critical to the process because as mentioned above, once a

staff (evsn if one person, quarter time) had been designated there was a
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tendency in most instances for the main lino of struggle to be trans-

ferred from student-aaministration to a stuaent-Black Studies staff

confrontation. Through variations on the theme of "reform or revolu-

tion," the tension is heightened by the very presence of clearly formed

iaeas on the correlation between fundamental conditions ana substantial

implementation. At this point in the process, this unavoidable, sub-

jective condition, 'the level of consciousness', of the Black Etuaies

camp generates an inopportune circumstance in which the Black Stuaies

staff is hela accountable for the primary creation of the conditions

which should have been won by the wider -based movement, itself. Con-

comitantly, secondary importance is please upon positive manifestations

of development, the latter being preconceives as token measures in a

strategy of expediency on the part of the institution. This trans-

ference of focus then, creates a fundamental qualitative transformation

of the situation, the further salient features of which perhaps can be

surmises.

Mention of the struggle at San Francisco State necessitates

mention of the creation at Cornell. My view is that these two phenom-

ena are integrally relates. All of the issues were actually deciae0 at

Frisco State. That strugole escalated the price ana profile of all

subsequent enaeavor, especially in situations characterized by aster-4

mination to mou. a major program. After Frisco State, Cornell was

predictable; the shape of that struggle could have happened anywhere.

To deal with why it aiOnit requires realizing that the Black Stuaies

movement cannot be easily localizes and regionalized. After Cornell,

there was less need to repeat the spectacular aspects of that process.
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Taking place in the Liberal arena, laced with themes of hypocrisy and

guilt, compensatory obligations and reparations, power and pity, pride

and shame the dialog of Black Studies negotiation was probably unique

in the annals of human confrontation. Cornell, afterwards was an

unmentionable spector at every conference table; and in many situations

possessed a supreme power of possibility which effectively inhibited

the usual, unthinking reflexes of the administrators at the table. In

a manner Cornell was the culmination of a process begun at Frisco State.

After Frisco State, Black Studies was in neonatal jeopardy. After

Cornell, administrators were deprived again of trustworthy formulas

for containment, Many institutions then dissolved confrontation by

conceding the relatively unimportant question of whether to co Black

Studies. Thereby, perhaps incidently, engaging the pattern sketched

above; the fundamental questions of substantial structure and concrete

support for Black Studies development were transformed into Rlack

Studies staff job oescriptions, the misplaced confrontation inevitably

ensued.

But, the movement caused and was endowed with the emergence of

gifted and committee Black administrators. When the first comprehen

sive oocument on Black Studies:- 1968-70 is written, it will recuru

not only the stories of the Nathan Hares and the James Turners; but

will celebra;.e also, little known instances like the case of James

Rosser and the phenomenal development of Black Studies at Southern

Illinois Univ. (SIU). Black Studies at SIU is particularly interesting

in relation to the prestige locus among American higher educational

institutions. At the time when the rightfully renowned Yale symposium
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was taking place, it had already been decided to build a Black Studies

program at SIU; the program design had already been drawn and adopted;

a majority stuoent-populated, predominantly Black, multidisciplinary

committee ham already concluded its first phase planning for implementa-

tion; and the Program's core staff had been appointed. By the time the

proceeding of the Yale symposium were published, Black Studies at SIU

had already been installed in a resource center; a sophisticated relation

with the main library for the ordering and cataloging of printed

materials had been arranged; the first shipments of books were received

for what was to become within a year, a rather well equipped library; a

full auoio-visual complement, ranging f-om cassette tapes to video-

tape recorder, was arranged and ordered (in the end this component com-

prised an almost comple-LJ collection of current films on Black America,

including the purchase of the entire set, in color of CBS' "Of Black

America" series); a relationship established with the institution's

technical personnel for the maintenance of the equipment; and the

installation of office hardware was accomplished. As to curriculum

oevelopment, dialog had been established and a survey of the needs ane

potentials of all immeoiately relevant departments (not just the human-

ities) had been carried out. A Program Committee of students was

installed for the deliberation of developmental priorities and con-

frontation with the Program staff on 135UO1 from students', perspectives.

A council of the institutions top administrators was formalized as an

Advisory Committee to the Program. Two student-faculty curriculum

committees were established: one, an interdepartmental body far plan-

ning the overall development of the undergraduate curriculum and the
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preliminary designing of an anticipated Master's program; the other,

an interdisciplinary group, chaired by a student, for the implementa-

tion of an interdisciplinary, survey course. The workings of this

latter committee, the resultant design, and the dynamics of its

actual implementation are phenomenal in themselves ant) will perhaps be

of interest one day to someone in the philosophy and foundations of

education: for example, the utilization of twenty undergraduate

students as group discussion leaders; the coordination of a credited

seminar to familiarize those leaders with the course content and

methodology on an on-going basis; workshops to introduce them to the

ruaiments of team building techniques, conflict management and cleneral

group facilitation; the coordination of the eight professionals who

related, directly to the differing aspects of the leaders' total prep-

aration; the creation of multi-media classroom presentations; the

recording of professional, studio production video-tapes for closed

circuit presentation of familiar campus and community faces, and

national and internationally known Black scholars discussing issues;

and the sheer logistics of periodically video-taping and routinely

audio-taping twenty group discussions n week. The course enrolled

approximately 900 students its first year and carried a budget, approx-

imately throe times as largo as the total operational budget of the

Black Studies department with which the writer is presently affiliated.

I have gone into some detail on this matter partially because

it gave me pleasure end partially hoping to tickle someone into

investigating bhe truth of what I have said. But of more immediate

importance, I am making an attempt to recreate some of the dynamics of
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the creation of Black Studies at an out of the way place and to

juxtapose that activity with the cadence of what apparently was taking

placu on Black Studies in the center cf prestige in American education.

All of this is not to minimize the importance of the Yale

Symposium and the Harvard position paper, contemporary with it. They

played an essential role in the development of Black Studios. To

put the matter simply, it is fairly well known that, at the time,

institutions across the country were waiting for a sign from Yale and

Harvaro on the superimposed question of the legitimacy of Black Studie..

Yale executed the proper debate; and by that very act legitimized the

Black Studies prospect. The next immediate question of an admissible

form for Black Studies was executed by the Harvard position paper.

These acts contributed little to the movement's coffer of technical

solutions for implementing Black Studies, but they were undeniably

crucial in the elimination of effective resistance to Black Studies on

the grounds of legitimacy.

The problem is that the act of alleviating a problem for the

Black Studies movement was also an act of creating norms and criteria

for the institutionalization of Black Studies. I hope that my depiction

and iuxtaposigon of developments in Black Studies at SIU with the

deliberations on Black Studies at Yale and Harvard serves to raise the

question of authenticity vie a vie circumscription in the phenomenon of

Black Studies. In addition to examining the bearing upon Black Studies

of the relation of prestige institutions to educational formats across

the country, we must also study the transmission of this relationship

to the internal patterns of the relations between Black. Stuoies entities
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within prestige institutions and Black Studies enterprises across the

country. This is all a problem of norms and standards. And by now it

is probably fairly apparent that my central concern is the problem of

noims and standards. A study of status pivots upon the researcher's

oecisions comerning norms of evaluation. If our intention is to go

beyond ascertaining the prevailing attitude of American education

toward Black Studies, then we must make every effort to capture the

authenticity of Black Studies, to disclose those features and norms

inherent within the incipience of Black Studies which might be suitable

as indicators for me'suring the real progress of Black Studies.
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